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1. How much of the syllabus was covered in the class?

136 responses

2. How well did the teachers prepare for the classes?

136 responses

3. How well were the teachers able to communicate?

136 responses
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 Student Satisfaction Survey
136 responses
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Copy

Thoroughly
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Poorly
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Won’t teach at all

25%
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Copy
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4. The teacher’s approach to teaching can best be described as

136 responses

5. Fairness of the internal evaluation process by the teachers

136 responses

6. Was your performance in assignments discussed with you?

136 responses
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Very good
Good
Fair
Poor
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77.9%

Copy
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Usually unfair
Unfair
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Never
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7. Teachers inform you about your expected competencies, course
outcomes and programme outcomes.

136 responses

8. The teachers illustrate the concepts through examples and
applications.

136 responses

9. The teachers use student centric methods, such as experiential
learning, participative learning and problem solving methodologies for
enhancing learning experiences.

136 responses
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10. Teachers encourage you to participate in extracurricular activities

136 responses

11. What percentage of teachers use ICT tools such as LCD projector,
Multimedia, etc. while teaching.

136 responses

Copy

Strongly agree
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Disagree
Strongly Disagree

32.4%

61.8%
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12. Give three observation / suggestions to improve the overall teaching – learning
experience.

136 responses

No suggestions

Good

No suggestions

No improvement suggestion. Very good teacher. Thank you.

Because most of the students are working. I request please try to conduct online classes.
Thank you

Best Teacher always guided

.

A1

No suggestions needed, the way of teaching is absolutely perfect.

There should be more interactive sessions for better understanding

Excellent sir

One of the best teacher in LLB course

Everything is good. No any suggestion

Use of ICT by teachers shud b included
ICT facilities shud b provided for students while class presentation

Overall teaching is very good

1)Compulsory subject classes should be held early morning& optional subject lectures can be
kept last in daily time table 2)more guidance should be provided for optional subject 3)
measures should be taken to avoid disturbance due to external noise so that students can
concentrate well in the classroom

To the point teaching.
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Illustrations must be given

Satisfied

..

More case studies
Discussion on current cases
Procedure in courts

1.All the concepts were understood & by the MCQ tests it got fixed in our mind.

2.Very learned and enthusiastic teachers

3. Initially wih the help of PPTs & then after in the class with the enigmatic books the teacher
thought us matter in so easy way that it got fixed in our mind.

Eagerly waiting to see same teachers in next Sem 🙂

(Observations) 1) Excellent teaching skill 2) Syllabus covered on time & study material also
provided 3) Very helpful nature (Suggestions) (a) Mic system for classrooms near road (b)
Fees counter time can be changed to early morning.

Explanation was Good
Relevant Examples and Illustrations were given
Overall presentation was good

All teaching is good, needed to add multimedia, projector, as teaching tool

Overall, all our teachers put in their best efforts to provide us with knowledge and wisdom.
They make sure we are well aware of the world around us and are always encouraging.

Sir you are great in prof.Thank you sir.

1.Online classes
2.Online presentations
3.Weekly online interactions.

No any suggestions

no suggestions

Atul Sir has covered the sylabus in very effective way, he has made the subject easy to
understand. He is always available to address any kind of queries and give a detailed
illustration of the cases with senarios
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I have nothing to add. Everything is perfect really

Every thing is fine

Everything is best. no improvement needed.

Yes

Nothing

All are good

There is nothing to enhance

Give more explanation

Overall teaching was good.

1. By giving case studies
2. Debate participation and group discussion
3. Prompt constructive feedback + motivate them towards assignment and spread some
positivity.
4. Be social and interactive.

practical exposure

Sir, I think your teaching methods are excellent and your always supportive towards us.We are
really great full to have teacher like you ☺ 

He is brilliant

There should be more guidance by the teachers that How should students write law
examinations in actual on ground level.
How we can score !
What should be the content
What is the ideal standard pattern of answers of law questions .
What examiner expect from students .

may be more online course materials, reference notes, etc on classroom app

Excellent communication

If the classes are available in the digital space too, it shall help the students immensely.
Classroom tool is already been extensively used form MCQs, project submissions etc.
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Sir teaches very well .

No comment's

very helpful all over for acknowledging law unit and over all very understanding

Nothing to improve Atul sir is the best teacher

Giving slides before class, it will help for prepare for topics

Everything is fine

Nothing

Only need little bit loud voice while teachers deliver lecture.

NO

1: written notes should be given as per syllabus for revision
2: Important points should be given for upcoming exam
3:use of visual powerpoint presentation

...

All programmes are meticulously planned and executed.

Sir is very sincere in his profession

No improvements needed..

No suggestion

Thank you

No

Online as well as Offline, both facilities simultaneously must be provided by the college to the
students for attending the lectures.

Explanation should be bilingual for easy to understand.
Theory and practice of law co ordination discussion should be used.
Teachers self notes help to understand the topic...it should be share among the students
before teaching
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Teaching is done well. No need for any change.

It's honor and pride to be under such knowledgeable faculties who could communicate in the
simplest language for students to understand and feel comfortable asking queries.

Very good

No comments

1. Take more extra curricular activities

It will be good if some concepts are explained in mother tongue

I have grat experience. Sir solved all my dought.

Everything thing is good about teaching. No suggestions.

Broad line of each module needs to be explained in detail, for example "basic definition" of
statute mentioned in module (what do you mean by it).Model answer papers of each subject to
be provided so as to get idea how to write paper .

1) Really good in explaining the subject
2) I appreciate the way of presentation
3) I like the way sir explain how & when while explaining

The teaching faculties are excellent.

No suggestion

According to me everything is fine,there is nothing i see should be improved as the teachers
are already giving their best.

1. The use of ICT tools should be given more importance.
2. Teachers should also discuss career opportunities in class to give the students a clear
understanding of the real world.
3. The college should include the extra library charges in the basic fee itself.
4. Why should the students pay an entry fee while coming in the campus premises? If an entry
charge is unavoidable, it should be included in the college fee.

Everything was great he even gave us online study material and sufficient time for
assignments etc

Good
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No suggestions.

1.Please use a Mike in class so that the voice is audible.

Co operative , visiting of court very informative 1 st time courts stair case mind blowing

Well Planned approach,timely completion on syllabus,style of teaching was great helped clarify
all concepts

All teachers are exceptionally good but the teaching method used by Saleem sir , Atul
sir,Sumer sir,Satish sir are too good.

No suggestions to improve teaching , teaching is excellent .

No suggestions to improve teaching, teaching is absolute very good

There is nothing to improve All teaching method is great

It was really great experience always as a part of Atul sir's classes, he usees the technology at
it best and help student to understand and clear the concepts.

Teachers are co operative
Teachers always try to update our practical knowledge

-

You are Best. Thank you so much Sir.

Very knowledgeable faculty, thanks

No any suggestion

Use ICT tools and digital based learning.

Atul Sir's skill in teaching is excellent.His communication skill is also excellent.He encouraged
students to interact in class.

Overall it was one of the best learning experience among all the subjects, but as a request I
would like to request that it will be more helpful if you also include related educational
videos/images in PPT.
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